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Abstract
This paper describes the process of collecting and recording two new bilingual speech databases in Spanish and Basque. They are
designed primarily for speaker diarization in two different application domains: broadcast news audio and recorded meetings. First,
both databases have been manually segmented. Next, several diarization experiments have been carried out in order to evaluate them.
Our baseline speaker diarization system has been applied to both databases with around 30% of DER for broadcast news audio and 40%
of DER for recorded meetings. Also, the behavior of the system when different languages are used by the same speaker has been tested.
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1. Introduction
Speaker diarization is the process of identifying “who
spoke when” in an audio recording, mainly without any pre-
vious information about the number of speakers present in
the recording, the types of audio included or the amount
of speech in the audio (Anguera Miro et al., 2012). This
process usually requires the detection of speaker changes
and the subsequent identification of each different speaker
within the resulting speech segments. Speaker diarization
has been primarily used in two different application do-
mains:

• Broadcast news audio: Radio and television pro-
grams that usually contain commercial breaks, mu-
sic, interviews, voice with different types and levels
of background noise etc. They are generally recorded
on a single channel. Speech has different levels of
quality depending on the origin of the recording; it
ranges from clean studio speech to speech recorded at
the street with background noise and even telephone
speech in some cases.

• Recorded meetings: Meetings and conferences where
several people interact in the same room. Recordings
are predominantly made with multiple microphones
and contain different noises. The number of speak-
ers is usually smaller in recorded meetings than in
broadcast audio, but speaker turns are shorter due to
the spontaneity of meeting speech, with many inter-
ruptions between participants and overlapping speech
segments.

As it occurs in any other speech technology, there is a need
for transcribed data in order to develop quality speaker di-
arization systems. In the last years, important efforts have
been done to collect and transcribe several databases, such
as the ISL audio corpus (Burger et al., 2002), the ICSI
meeting corpus (Janin et al., 2003) and the AMI meeting
corpus (Carletta et al., 2006) for the meeting environment
and the COST278 broadcast database (Vandecatseye et al.,
2004), the DiSCo German corpus (Baum et al., 2010) and
the Catalan 3/24 database (Zelenák et al., 2012) for the

broadcast audio domain. These diarization databases are
mostly monolingual. The ones that include speech in more
than one language, like COST278 database, have different
speakers for different languages. The databases presented
in this paper include bilingual speakers recorded both in
Spanish and Basque. There are multilingual databases that
include speakers talking in more than one language, how-
ever they have not been designed with audio diarization
purposes but to study code switching between different lan-
guage pairs (Han-Ping Shen et al., 2011), to perform speech
and language recognition in non-native languages (Imseng
et al., 2012) or to evaluate speaker recognition systems
over the telephone in multilingual environments (Cieri et
al., 2004).
The main purpose of the work described in this paper is
the collection and recording of two new speech databases
which will support the development and implementation of
multilingual diarization systems for both main application
domains.
The paper is organized as follows: it begins by describ-
ing the main characteristics of the two new databases, their
recording purposes and the labeling available for each of
them. Next, some diarization experiments performed in
order to evaluate each database are presented. Finally,
the paper concludes with a brief discussion on the per-
formed work and possible future uses and availability of
the databases.

2. Ahonews Database
The audio material for this broadcast news database was
provided by ETB Television channel, the Basque public TV
network. It consists of a collection of news clips in Spanish
and Basque corresponding to the news broadcast in 2010.
In addition to the voice of the journalists who tell the news,
the audio files include interviews, music, noise, and simul-
taneous translation over the original audio. Together with
each audio file, ETB provided a text file with information
about the journalist who wrote the piece, the subject ad-
dressed and the script followed by the broadcaster. Unfortu-
nately the completion level of these files was very variable:
some of them were empty while others provided accurate
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information.
The recordings from Ahonews database were provided by
the ETB TV channel in Windows PCM audio files (wav).
Every sound file uses 16 bit samples and 48 kHz sampling
rate. All the recordings are mono and have a length of about
2 minutes.
For the creation of the database, the news clips correspond-
ing to the first fortnight have been used. Every audio file has
been manually segmented, labeled and stored according to
both the main speaker’s identity and the used language, fa-
cilitating in this way the access to different audio files from
the same speaker in two different languages. The files with
no available information about the speaker are organized
based only on the used language.
Wavesurfer label file format has been selected for the tran-
scriptions. A text file with .lab extension is provided for
each recording. This label file contains the time marks for
different acoustic events such as speaker turns, silences,
certain background conditions, etc. stored as follows:

START-TIME END-TIME ID

where start/end time values indicate the boundaries of the
acoustic event in seconds, and ID is a character determining
one the following categories of the acoustic event:

• a: speech from the main speaker of the clip (the jour-
nalist who tells the news). If known, the name of the
journalist is used as label instead.

• o: speech from other speakers who take part in the
audio file.

• e: peculiarities related to background conditions
(for instance, different noises, music and overlapped
speech).

• s: silence segments corresponding either to absence of
signal or to breath pauses.

In total, 449 files have been manually labeled, 321 of which
have a known speaker (177 in Spanish and 144 in Basque)
and 128 an unidentified main speaker (86 in Spanish and 42
in Basque). Taking into account the files available in both
languages, the number of files per speaker varies between 1
and 14.
Ahonews database contains separate clips organized by
speaker and language. This fact allows the easy generation
of artificial broadcast sessions where the number of speak-
ers and the language used can be controlled. In fact, part of
these files have already been concatenated in order to create
three artificial sessions with different acoustic characteris-
tics. None of these sessions include overlapped speech.

• Ahonews 1: The first session is 20 minutes long and
includes speech from 9 different speakers with long
appearances in low noise conditions.

• Ahonews 2: The second session has a total duration of
25 minutes with 40 different speakers who have short
duration appearances, and includes also segments with
background noise and music.

• Ahonews 3: To analyze the effect of using different
languages during the diarization process, a third arti-
ficial session has also been created. This session is
shorter than the previous ones (only 14 minutes long)
and has only 4 different speakers with just two appear-
ances per speaker, one in Spanish and one in Basque.
Similarly to the Ahonews 1 session, Ahonews 3 in-
cludes long appearances of each speaker in low noise
conditions.

Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of Ahonews
database. The first four lines contain general features of
the database, including the different languages used by the
speakers, the gender distribution of these speakers, the size
of the database and its main purpose, which in this case
refers to the application domain. The last two lines contain
the minimum and maximum number of different speakers
and turn changes that can be found in the database files.

Database Ahonews
Language Spanish & Basque
Purpose News diarization

Gender distribution 46 female & 27 male
Total size 8 hours

Num. spk. per clip 1-5
Speaker turns per file 1-14

Table 1: Main characteristics of Ahonews database

3. Ahomeetings Database
This database was recorded in a meeting room inside our
laboratory during 2013. It consists of separated sessions
where different speakers present and discuss several topics,
mainly in Spanish, although Basque is also used by some
of them.
In a first approach, a professional audio mixer was used to
feed and connect two high-quality boundary microphones
to make the recordings. The signals from the two micro-
phones were then stored in a stereo file using a portable
PC. Due to some issues related to the sudden drop of the
signal level after several minutes of recording, we decided
to switch to the recording configuration shown in Figure 1,
where a Kinect sensor is used to capture the audio. The
Kinect sensor includes a four element linear supercardioid
microphone array (shown in purple in Figure 1), which en-
ables advanced signal processing including acoustic source
localization, echo cancellation and noise suppression. This
can be used to improve the performance of the diarization
task and also simplifies the recording system by eliminating
the need of an audio mixer.
For the Ahomeetings database, the signals from the four
microphones were recorded at 16 kHz sampling rate with
16 bits of resolution and stored in quadraphonic files. Each
session has a length of about 30 minutes.
The database has been recorded along several months. In
order to keep the acoustic characteristics of the recordings
unaltered, all the speakers had to hold the same place in
each session. The position of the Kinect sensor was also
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Figure 1: Audio set up for the Ahomeetings database ac-
quisition

kept constant and the signal levels were tested at the be-
ginning of each recording session to ensure that the record-
ing conditions were unchanged. Not all the speakers are
present in every session, thus the number of speakers varies
between 5 and 10 per session.
To label the signals, an automatic segmentation process has
been applied to locate the appearances of each speaker (Lu-
engo et al., 2010). Then, a manual review has been com-
pleted and notes about specific background disturbances
have been included in the label files. As the applied au-
tomatic segmentation system is able to assign only one
speaker label at each time instant, overlapping speech seg-
ments have also been identified during the subsequent man-
ual labeling process.
Wavesurfer label file format has been used for the Ahome-
etings transcriptions, with the ID character determining one
of the following categories of acoustic event:

• spkN: speech from a speaker identified by number
N. Due to the automatic segmentation process, some
speakers might have different IDs in each session they
took part in. It is also possible that one speaker is iden-
tified by more than one ID within a session. Finally,
in some cases, one ID might correspond to more than
one speaker.

• o: overlapped speech segments produced by multiple
speakers talking at the same time. Just the presence of
overlap is indicated, without taking into account the
individual speakers involved in it.

• n: specific disturbances related to background condi-
tions and noises (knock on door or table, chair moving,
laughs...).

• s: silence segments corresponding either to absence of
signal or to breath pauses.

Table 2 summarizes the most important characteristics of
Ahomeetings database. In this database, as usually corre-
sponds to a meeting speech database, there are fewer dif-
ferent speakers, with more interaction among them which
reflects in the higher number of speakers turns compared
with Ahonews database.

Database Ahomeetings
Language Spanish & Basque
Purpose Meetings diarization

Gender distribution 2 female & 8 male
Total size 4,5 hours

Num. spk. per file 5-10
Spk. turns per file 200-701

Table 2: Main characteristics of Ahomeetings database

4. Diarization Experiments
In order to evaluate the new databases gathered, a previ-
ously assessed diarization system has been applied to both
of them and the results obtained have been analyzed with
detail.
In these experiments, the diarization system built by our
research group for the Albayzin 2010 speaker diarization
evaluation campaign (Luengo et al., 2010) has been used.
The applied algorithm is based on an efficient implementa-
tion of a BIC change detector and an off-line speaker clus-
tering, and it was the top-performing system in Albayzin
2010 evaluation with 30% DER (Diarization Error Rate)
(Zelenák et al., 2010). At the above mentioned campaign a
Catalan broadcast news database from the 3/24 TV channel
was used (Zelenák et al., 2012). Therefore, due to the sim-
ilarities of both databases, the experiments developed with
Ahonews database were expected to give similar DER as
the ones obtained with the Catalan database. In the case
of Ahomeetings database, the different characteristics of
broadcast audio and audio from recorded meetings were
likely to degrade the results of the diarization process.
The obtained results of the diarization system for the three
Ahonews sessions are shown in Table 3. Due to the short
length of Ahonews news clips (they are around 2 minutes
long), Ahonews sessions have been used in this test in or-
der to obtain more reliable DER values. These values have
been calculated according to the criteria defined by NIST.

Session DER
Ahonews 1 35.65%
Ahonews 2 26.83%
Ahonews 3 1.73%

Table 3: Results of the baseline diarization system for the
Ahonews sessions

As displayed in Table 3, the two first sessions get DER
values comparable to the one obtained in the Albayzin
2010 evaluation campaign. However, it can also be seen
that the DER value for Ahonews 1 session is significantly
higher. This is due not to the Ahonews database itself, but
to the differences between the acoustic characteristics of
Ahonews sessions (mainly the number of speakers) and the
default configuration of the diarization system.
On the other hand, the result achieved for Ahonews 3 ses-
sion is close to ideal. Ahonews 3 is a rather less complex
session than Ahonews 1 and Ahonews 2, with just 4 differ-
ent speakers and only 2 turns per speaker, which results in
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an easier task to be solved. This session has been designed
to analyze the behavior of the system when different lan-
guages are used by the same speaker, which does not seem
to be a hard task in this case, given the low 1.73% value
of DER obtained for this session. Nevertheless, additional
experiments must be performed in order to consolidate this
conclusion.
The baseline diarization system has also been used to eval-
uate the Ahomeetings database. This database has very
different acoustic characteristics compared to Ahonews
database, with background noise, reverberation, variable
speech levels and lower signal to noise ratio, thus it can be
presumed that the result for this database will be far from
satisfactory. In Table 4, the results obtained with Ahomeet-
ings first session (all four channels) are shown.

Session DER
channel 1 77.03%
channel 2 69.51%
channel 3 72.08%
channel 4 71.47%

Table 4: Results of the baseline diarization system for the
Ahomeetings first session

It can be confirmed that the DER value for the first Ahome-
etings session is significantly higher than the one obtained
for Ahonews database. To analyze the the origin of this
high DER value, it has been studied with more detail. Ac-
cording to NIST criteria, DER is composed of three differ-
ent errors: missed speaker time, percentage of time that a
reference speech segment has been labeled as non-speech
by the system; false alarm speaker time, percentage of time
that the system has labeled as speech from a speaker a
segment that corresponded to non-speech in the reference
and speaker error time, percentage of time that an incor-
rect speaker ID has been assigned by the system. In Table
5, the three different sources of the total diarization error
are detailed for channel 2 (all channels had a similar error
distribution) and compared with the detailed error made by
the baseline diarization system in Albayzin 2010 evalua-
tion campaign. The source of error that has deteriorated the
most is the missed speaker time. As the baseline diariza-
tion system has been designed for broadcast news audio,
the VAD (Vocal Activity Detection) step is not suited to
correctly detect the noises and silences of a meeting record-
ing. Overlapping speech segments also contribute to the
missed speaker time part of the diarization error. In the
first Ahomeetings session 12% of data corresponds to over-
lapped speech. Due to the fact that the baseline system does
not take into account that several speakers may be talking
at the same time, all the remaining speakers that are not la-
beled in these segments are considered as missed speaker
time when calculating the DER.

5. Conclusions
Two new bilingual speech resources in Spanish and Basque
for speaker diarization have been presented. Ahonews
database includes around 8 hours of broadcast audio com-
ing from news programs and Ahomeetings database is 4,5

Diarization Error channel 2 Alb. 2010
Missed Speaker Time 29.7% 2.80%
False Alarm Speaker Time 7.7% 2.20%
Speaker Error Time 32.1% 25.10%
DER 69.51% 30.11%

Table 5: Detailed results of the baseline diarization system
for the Ahomeetings first session, channel 2 compared to
the errors made with Albayzin 2010 database

hours long and contains speech from recorded meetings.
These databases will support the development and im-
plementation of diarization systems in two different ap-
plication domains and the fulfillment of bilingual experi-
ments. A preliminary diarization experiment made with
our baseline diarization system has provided the first re-
sults for both databases: around 30% DER for Ahonews
and 70% DER for Ahomeetings. These databases will
be made available via METASHARE repository (http:
//www.meta-share.eu/).
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